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How will Audrey and her fellow schoolmarms stay afloat when a flood threatens their small Texas
town?Typically, Thunder Ridge, Texas, is dry as a bone. But Audrey Pride has arrived under a
storm cloud, one that is deluging the shocked community with weeks of relentless, drenching rain.
With travel in and out of town rendered impossible, there is much important work for her to
doâ€”especially when an epidemic of violent illness, originating from a stranded wagon train,
spreads rapidly throughout Thunder Ridge. Caring for the sick is consuming Audrey's every waking
hour...yet her thoughts keep returning to the attractive widower Eli Gray.Eli has long been haunted
by the fact that he was away at war when his beloved wife died in childbirth. Little by little, however,
he is opening his heart again. Now, as their town sags under the crushing weight of water and
disease, Audrey and Eli will need to depend on each other in ways they never imagined possible.
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The best sign of a good book is when you read the last word, close the book, and sigh.Three Times
Blessed did not disappoint and fans will be sighing with satisfaction after they finish Lori Copeland's
latest epic romance.You are going to want to take this book everywhere you go, so you can pick it
up at a moments notice. Very well worth my time and money.[...]

Ms. Copeland did not seem to care about this book. The book did not show much of the same

happiness and detail of book one of the series.She of course had an accident the same way s book
one, to start with and of course the hero was angry about that. Her horse got spooked by lightening
just like book one of the series. Now could the author really not think of another way to start the
book?There was no real point of which the hero and heroine got together at all, He was too busy
moping all along the story.Sloppy, sloppy writing. I had to give this two stars, because it was better
than bok three of the series. Not much better but a bit better.

I was disappointed in this second book of Ms Copeland's "Three Times Blessed", because I never
could find any real feelings between Audrey Pride and Eli Gray. Why she kept mooning after him, I
don't know.Also, the first book was funny, but this one wasn't. It lacked depth, as though the author
was in a hurry to get it done.I will read her third book "One True Love", and hope she picks up on
the above relationship of Audrey and Eli. If she doesn't, I will really be disappointed.

this was a very good read, I could hardly put it down. I stayed up late so I could finish it. I love the
way the author wound the characters to gether and kept it very interesting.

As usual Lori Copeland writes a well thought plot in a manner that hold your interest until the end. I
like Christian Romance and Copeland writes some of the best.

Lori Copeland is a great writer. She holds your attention throughout and gives the reader food for
thought that would apply to their own life.
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